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switches,
lines/cables
and
repair/replacement
transformers. The paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes Evaluation techniques for radial distribution
system; Section III describes GUI in Matlab; Section IV
evaluates GUI package in a RBTS test system and
Section V summarizes the main point and results of this
paper.

Abstract- This paper presents a software package whose
aim is to provide a tool to be used for reliability indices
analysis in radial distribution system. It contains all the
main elements found in practical system. The software
package employs the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
capabilities of Matlab. The main advantage of the
proposed package is that the reliability indices analysis
can find in different states for a distribution network.
Moreover this software can plot reliability indices in a
figure. Thus, it can be a useful tool for operator,
manufacture and costumers in distribution network.

II. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
A radial distribution system consists of a set of series
components, including lines, cables, disconnects (or
isolators), bus bars, etc. A customer connected to any
load point of such a system requires all components
between himself and the supply point to be operating.
The basic distribution system reliability indices are the
three Load Point (LP) indices: (1) Average failure rate λs;
(2) average outage duration rs; (3) annual outage duration
Us [4]. The principle of series systems can be applied
directly to these systems as follows:
λs = ∑ i λi
(1)

Keywords: Reliability Indices, Radial Distribution
System, Graphical User Interface.

I. INTRODUCTION
The usage of computer simulations in the classroom
is gaining popularity for particularly power engineering
education [1, 2]. It is appreciated that, most of the
computer simulation studies require a GUI that makes
user interaction easier and more effective when compared
with classical text based methods [3]. A successful GUI
not only assists easy and effective data preparation
process but also permits post processing of the results
and most vitally permits the user to see everything at
once.
The reliability indices analysis is an important issue
in distribution network planning and operational studies.
The reliability indices that have been evaluated using
classical concepts are the three primary ones of average
failure rate, average outage duration and average annual
unavailability or average annual outage time. Although
the three primary indices are fundamentally important,
they do not always give a complete representation of the
system behavior and response. The additional indices that
are most commonly used are customer-orientated indices
and load-and energy- orientated indices [4].
In this paper, we describe an educational software
package which is called Reliability Distribution Analysis
Package (RDAP) and developed in Matlab’s GUI. The
package allows the student to achieve distribution system
reliability analysis using different protective device, loop

U s = ∑ i λi ri

(2)

Us

(3)

rs =

λs

In order to measure the system’s reliability, certain
indices are used. In this section some of most commonly
used metrics are described. For any updates on the
definitions given below and for some of less commonly
used indices. Reliability indices have two categories:
System-wide indices and customer indices. The former is
used to give an insight of the overall system performance
while the latter is more specific and reflects what the
individual customer experiences. These are also
classified depending on the interruptions dealt with:
sustained or momentary. Thus, we have:
∑ ri Ni
SAIDI =
(4)
NT

SAIFI =

80

∑ Ni
NT

(5)
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CAIDI =

ASAI =

∑ ri Ni
∑ Ni

=

SAIDI
SAIFI

NT × 8760 − ∑ ri Ni
NT × 8760

ENS = ∑ L i U i

6. Find all load points which are deenergized by CB trip
and calculate, reliability index equation for switching
time of remote controlled sectionalizes (tsec)
7. Disconnect remote controlled sectionalizing switch
and connect CB and find new load points which are
deenergized and calculate reliability index for the
switching time of loop switch (ttie) to restore energy from
alternative path.
8. Connect loop switch and determine reliability indexes
for repair time required for the remained faulty zone.
9. Total reliability index for contingency j is the sum of
three calculated in steps 6, 7, 8, and then go to step 1.
Figure 1 shows step by step switching intervals of
breaker, sectionalizes and loop switch when a fault
occurred between S2 and S3 [6].

(6)
(7)
(8)

i

where, Ni is the number of interrupted customers for each
interruption event during the reporting period, NT is the
total number of customers served in the area.
The customer-and load-oriented indices described are
very useful for assessing the severity of system failures
in future reliability predication analysis. They can also be
used, however, as a means of assessing the past
performance of a system. In fact, at the present time, they
are probably more widely used in this respect than as
measures of future performance. Assessment of system
performance is a valuable procedure for three important
reasons [4]:
a) It establishes the chronological changes in system
performance and therefore helps to identify weak areas
and the need for reinforcement.
b) It creates existing indices which serve as a guide for
acceptable values in future reliability assessments.
c) It facilitates previous predictions to be compared with
actual operating experience.
There are two basic approaches to conducting system
reliability studies. The various methods can be generally
divided into the application of analytical models and
approaches, and the use of Monte Carlo simulation. The
reliability assessments presented in this paper were
performed using analytical techniques. The method
adopted in the paper does a failure modes and effects
analysis which needs the identification of the different
component failures modes and the effects of these failure
events on load point and system success. It is assumed
here that the component failure rates and outage time are
exponentially distributed. Two sets of reliability indices
have been defined [5] for distribution systems, namely
the basic load point indices and the system performance
indices. The basic indices are important from an
individual customer’s point of view, but do not give an
overall appreciation of the system performance. The
overall distribution system performance is obtained by a
weighted aggregation of the individual load point indices
[10, 11]. The algorithm for calculation reliability index
for contingency j, when alternative path by loop switches
is provided is given by:
1. Consider a contingency j
2. Find the first circuit breaker in the path toward feeder
3. Disconnect faulty zone by this CB
4. Find the first sectionalizing switch in the path toward
feeder, If there isn’t any sectionalizing switch in the path,
go to next step else go to 6.
5. Find all load points which are deenergized by CB trip
and calculate, reliability index using equations for the
repair time required to restore energy (trep) then go to step
1.

III. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES
A graphical user interface is a pictorial interface to a
program. A good GUI can make programs easier to use
by providing them with a consistent appearance and with
intuitive controls like pushbuttons, list boxes, sliders,
menus, and so forth. The GUI should behave in an
understandable and predictable manner, so that a user
knows what to expect when he or she performs an action.
For example, when a mouse click occurs on a
pushbutton, the GUI should initiate the action described
on the label of the button.
S1

CB

S2

S3

S4

S5

Fault occurs
between S2

Contingency
CB trips

S2 & S3 open

CB closes

S5 closes
: Interruption areas
: Circuit Breaker
: Close
: Open

: Section or Loop switch
: Close
: Open

Figure 1. Process of switching intervals to isolate a fault

A graphical user interface provides the user with a
familiar environment in which to work. This environment
contains pushbuttons, toggle buttons lists menus, text
boxes, and so forth, all of which are already familiar to
the user, so that he or she can concentrate on using the
application rather than on the mechanics involved in
doing things. However, GUIs are harder for the
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programmer because a GUI-based program must be
prepared for mouse clicks (or possibly keyboard input)
for any GUI element at any time. Such inputs are known
as events, and a program that responds to events is said to
be event driven.
The three principle elements required to create a
Matlab Graphical User Interface are [7]:
1. Components: Each item on a Matlab GUI
(pushbuttons, labels, edit boxes, etc.) is a graphical
component. The types of components include graphical
control (pushbuttons, edit boxes, lists, sliders, etc.), static
elements (frames and text strings), menus, and axes.
Graphical controls and static elements are created by the
function uicontrol, and menus are created by the function
uimenu and uicontextmenu. Axes, which are used to
display graphical data, data, are created by function axes.
2. Figures: The components of a GUI must be arranged
within a figure, which is a window on the computer
screen. In the past, figures have been created
automatically whenever we have plotted data. However,
empty figures can be created with the function figure and
can be used to hold any combination of components.
3. Callbacks: Finally, there must be some way to
perform an action if a user clicks a mouse on a button or
types information on a keyboard. A mouse click or a key
press is an event, and the Matlab program must respond
to each event if the program is to perform its function.
For example, if a user clicks on a button, that event must
cause the Matlab code that implements the function of
the button to be executed. The code executed in response
to an event is known as a callback. There must be a
callback to implement the function of each graphical
component on the GUI.

IV. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Developed package, called RDAP, consists of one
main window that allows user to solve reliability index
for radial distribution systems. All program routines of
the package use Matlab m-files, version 7.8. The main
window, given in Figure 2, divided into three sections
called system data, protective devices and reliability
index results. The system data section provides user to
input the system reliability index and branch data.
In system data, user enter information depended to
number section, sending node, receiving node, main or
lateral section, protective device (1=breaker, 2=recloser,
3=switch and 4=fuse), exist transformer (1=is, 0=isn’t),
section length, repair time, switching time, customer
number, load and customer types.
After enter data, user can by radio button defined line
or cable, repair or replacement transformer, tie points
moreover software can plot radial distribution network,
with clicking on calculation, software reply reliability
index. Now user can see affect protective device. User
can evaluate the following cases in distribution network
[8]:
1. Case A: Disconnects, fuses, alternate supply,
transformer repair.
2. Case B: No disconnects, no fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer repair.
3. Case C: No disconnects, fuses, no alternate supply
and transformer repair.
4. Case D: Disconnects, no fuses, alternate supply and
transformer repair.
5. Case E: Disconnects, fuses, alternate supply and
transformer replacement.
6. Case F: Disconnects, no fuses, no alternate supply
and transformer repair.

Figure 2. Main windows for reliability distribution network analysis
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7. Case G: Disconnects, fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer repair.
8. Case H: Disconnects, fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer replacement.
9. Case I: No disconnects, no fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer replacement.
10. Case J: No disconnects, fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer replacement.
11. Case K: Disconnects, no fuses, alternate supply,
transformer replacement.
12. Case L: Disconnects, no fuses, no alternate supply,
transformer replacement.

V. TEST EXAMPLES
Several distribution networks can be used to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed package for calculation
reliability index such as RBTS [9] test network. The
RBTS has 5 load bus bars (BUS2-BUS5). Two of these
bus bars (BUS2 and BUS4) were selected and
distribution networks designed for each. Figure 3 and
Figure 4 show reliability indices for RBTS BUS2 and
RBTS BUS4, Moreover, Figures 5 and 6 show SAIDI for
RBTS
BUS2
and
RBTS
BUS4.

Figure 3. Reliability Indices for RBTS BUS2

Figure 4. SAIDI index for RBTS BUS2

Figure 5. Reliability Indices for RBTS BUS4
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Figure 6. SAIDI index for RBTS BUS4
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a software package called RDAP for
distribution reliability analysis at the graduate and
undergraduate levels is developed. It is designed in
Matlab’s GUI environment and tested on RBTS (BUS2
and BUS4) test system. From the test examples, it is
observed that the reliability indexes solution of the
systems is same [8]. The package allows students to
rapidly gain experience and knowledge for reliability
indexes in distribution network.
NOMENCLATURE
λ: Average failure rate
r: Average outage time
U: Average annual outage time
N: Number of customers
L: Average load connected to load point
GUI: Graphical user interface
SAIFI: System average interruption frequency
SAIDI: System average interruption duration
CAIDI: Customer average interruption duration
ASAI: Average service availability
ENS: Energy not supplied
RBTS: Roy Billiton test system
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